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Abstract
Thirteen years after Satoshi Nakamoto forever changed
our perception of digital currency with his seminal
whitepaper, “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash
System”, Catoshi Nakamoto is setting out to change the
face of Decentralised Finance (DeFi).
Catoshi is opening the door for any cryptocurrency
project to smoothly and effectively add high value utility
for token holders — proving, in the dawning age of DeFi,
that innovative projects can operate with the powerful
backing of a proactive, highly engaged community.
Cross-chain interoperability is a function needed for
current projects to survive the future of cryptocurrency.
That is why Catoshi is being placed at the forefront of
this new wave of projects.
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Mission Statement
Exploring the limits of cross-chain
interoperability.
To add powerful utility to cryptocurrency projects
while rewarding $CATS holders with high annual
percentage yield (APY) farming and staking via our
unique cross-chain bridge.
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Introduction
Traditional, centralised systems, stifle creative
development behind closed doors and often, the largest
members in the system have the most to gain.
Blockchain technology sparked an emergence of ideas
and allowed more individuals to gain access to
opportunities once closed off.
Over time, interoperability has become the key to
accessing multiple advantages and further propagating
great ideas to the masses. Unfortunately, we have been
slowly moving towards a world where larger entities with
resources stand to gain the most from tapping into the
potential within several blockchains. Opportunity should
be awarded to everyone, and creativity should never be
barred behind a paywall.
The world of crypto has brought about myriad
technologies, all offering a unique advantage, attracting
different types of users.
At Catoshi, we aim to bring the blockchain to those who
dare to dream, bridging their ideas to numerous
ecosystems filled with potential. We believe in the goal
behind blockchain technology, primarily the
decentralisation of ideas and power across systems. We
aim to provide creative individuals the access to spread
their ideas across multiple blockchains. This allows them
to interact with flourishing ecosystems, unlocking new
utilities, and providing solutions for the masses.
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5 amazing products utilising the Catoshi Token
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STAKING

LIQUIDITY
SOLUTIONS
PAIR YOUR TOKEN WITH CATS

BOTS
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bridge easy

WWW.THE-CROSSING.IO
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Utility, safety and innovation are central to The Crossing, Catoshi's
cross chain bridge. The Crossing allows tokens to seamlessly
operate on various EVM chains such as BSC, ETH, AVAX, MATIC
and FTM. It enables low-cost transfers while:
1. Allowing staking and high-APY farming via our decentralised
exchange partners.
2. Increasing token demand as supply is locked in these farms.
3. Allowing those who find the Ethereum gas fees unreasonable
to purchase tokens elsewhere.
As Catoshi grows and expands its research and development, the
Crossing will also grow. This will offer bridging options not limited
to EVM chains.
The Crossing provides a pathway for any token to venture into
various chains such as ETH, AVAX, FTM, MATIC and more. This
will open a host of new possibilities, such as partnerships with a
wider range of projects and access to a larger investor base.
The Crossing is making it simpler than ever for any project to
provide token holders with high-APY farming and staking. We are
partnered with the elite teams at PADSwap and Shiba Fantom and
will continue to find additional partners on each chain as we grow.
At Catoshi, we offer a smooth delivery mechanism, allowing
projects to connect and integrate properly with the new blockchain
ecosystems we introduce them to.

WWW.THE-CROSSING.IO
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Bridge Easy
The smooth, sleek and easy to use UI design makes
bridging easier than ever. The layout shows clearly
which token you are bridging and the chains you are
bridging between. Just select the dropdown bridge
token to choose which token you would like to bridge.
Moreover, each project will have their own unique URL,
directing users straight to their token on The Crossing.

WWW.THE-CROSSING.IO
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Catoshi also allows larger projects the opportunity to
integrate their own personalised bridge portal through
our white label bridging solutions. A bespoke bridge,
designed to fit the projects' branding and themes. This
includes all the features from The Crossing itself.
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We can also redo existing UIs and branding through
this side of the project, and even redevelop projects'
websites. Everything is integrated into the projects'
website with their own servers and their own
transaction page showing all movements on their
bridge. (Shown above)
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LIQUIDITY
SOLUTIONS
PAIR YOUR TOKEN WITH CATS
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LIQUIDITY
SOLUTIONS
Sometimes it can be difficult to pull in enough liquidity
when launching on a new chain. As part of the
bridging process Catoshi provides tokens to be
paired with the projects' own. This will increase the
liquidity that they are able to add onto the new chain.
The new created LP will be locked by the Catoshi
team for a year. As your project and ours grows, so
will the amount of liquidity, higher liquidity can attract
larger investors. This can also counteract token
dumps by larger holders.
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BOTS
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BOTS
Catoshi's cross chain bots are the best way to
keep track of a bridged project!
Catoshi's bots allow projects to see their prices,
contracts, commands, Social Media, buying and
command lists all with a simple click of a button.
Pulling all the data from each chain for holders to
easily see estimates of things like, market cap
and holders across chains. These are notoriously
difficult to find accurately via other means for
bridged projects.
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BOTS
The bots can
draw information
from multiple
chains including
charts and
number of
holders.
These can be
used on telegram
or discord.
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Token Utility
All Catoshi products bring in money via $CATS or
$CZATS, the Catoshi products include The Crossing,
White Label bridging, Liquidity Solutions, and Catoshi
Bots. As these are purchased on the open market by
teams it will continue to drive the price up while
decreasing and locking up supply. All CATS collected
will be placed into a pool to be staked by holders.
For every crossing that we sell, a donation of 10K
CATS to our staking pool is purchased on the
open market by the team whom we are bridging.
For every White Label Bridge a donation of 25k
CATS to our staking pool is purchased on the
open market by the team whom we are bridging.
Optional extras can be purchased where a team
can reduce their fees by purchasing 75K - 100k
CATS.
The liquidity solution locks up CATS and pairs
them with our partners. We will match whatever
number of CATS (up to 50K) they purchase from
the market to boost their liquidity.
Catoshi bots are sold and teams are required to
pay in CATS.
As time goes on, Catoshi token stakers will earn a
percentage of all bridge fees generated.

*These prices are subject to change based on the token value
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STAKING
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STAKING
All tokens that are donated for using our products
will be moved into our staking pools.
This provides a great system for increasing
Catoshi's value, whilst rewarding the community.
When staking goes live, the community will be able
to stake our NFTs and tokens in order to earn more
Catoshi tokens.
The buy pressure put on our charts from projects
buying will then be given back to the community
through these staking pools!
These pools will be implemented through the
crossing in conjunction with the Catoshi NFT series.
This is all part of the increase in utility of the
Catoshi token.
Catoshi Staking aims to go live within the next 2
months, more information on staking and NFTs will
soon follow.
Farming options are also live and operational with high
APY LP farms available on padswap.exchange courtesy of
our partners at TOAD.
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The Catoshi Token
With the implementation of The Crossing,
Catoshi will be available on various chains,
including BSC, ETH, FTM, AVAX, MATIC and
more in future! Our tokens have different
attributes on different chains showing our
flexibility and opening more options for holders.
The Catoshi ticker across all chains will be
$CATS, except for Binance Smart Chain, here
the ticker is $CZATS as a fun nod to the founder
of the chain CZ.
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Catoshi Governance
We love, appreciate, and believe in the towering
power of community. As such, $CATS will function
as a governance token, allowing the project to
achieve decentralised status. Initially, the
community of $CATS holders on the Ethereum
blockchain will function as the first members of the
DAO, THE KEEPERS OF THE CROSSING.*
Initially,The Keepers will be able to vote on the
following:
-Fees & Distribution.
-Integration of prospective chains.
-Bridging prospective tokens.
Continued community involvement and discussion
will be a critical part of Catoshi.

Catoshi ($CATS) holders

Voting rights on The Crossing

*This can change based on community decisions
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ERC20

BEP20/FTM20

CATS was launched on Ethereum
with an initial supply of 21 million
(designed to match the supply of
BTC), subsequently this was burnt
down to our current total of around
11 million, with its own twist on the
classic RFI code — rewriting the
code from scratch to include a 6%
tax (3% redistribution to holders,
2% burn, and 1% to a charity
wallet).

The Catoshi token has a 0% tax
on both FTM and BSC. Buyers are
able to trade freely without
worrying about losing out to tax.
This is a welcome respite from all
of the high tax tokens on the
market currently.

Due to the 2% burn, the alreadylow supply of CATS is decreasing;
and due to the 3% redistribution,
holders are able to watch their own
holdings grow.
CATS trades on Uniswap.

CZATS trades on PADSwap’s
pioneering platform, with
opportunities available for holders
to further benefit from their DPLP
farms with high daily yield.
CATS (FTM) trades on Shiba
Fantom and Spooky Swap. With
the opportunity to farm
CATS/BNB LP to earn BONE
tokens on Shiba Fantom.

AVAX and future chains
CATS will be added to future chains that are
integrated to The Crossing, including AVAX,
Polygon and others. CATS will have the same
tokenomics on each of these chains, with a
3% tax. The breakdown of this being - 1%
marketing, 1% development, 1% auto LP.
We feel adding this small tax to all future
chains will help us improve and grow the
project.
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Catoshi Charities
The importance and value of helping others
remains a key part of our belief. No matter the
business or industry, giving to a just cause is
something we should all strive for. With one of
our lead team members working for a mental
health charity, support of mental health charities
will be an important aspect to our project.
We will also be looking to support other charities
in the future, with our community helping us
determine how best to make a difference in the
world. Such decisions will also be incorporated
as part of our governance system.
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Catoshi Collection
Catoshi will be adding a unique array of
merchandise for our community, from cat meme
toys to Catoshi clothing!
Through the Catoshi Collection, you will be able
to contribute to promoting the $CATS
community/brand, with proceeds going toward
supporting our growth of the project and a
percentage also going to our charities.
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Catoshi x Spade Consulting Service
As we continue to dedicate numerous hours in
extensive bridge contract research and
development. Our knowledge base has grown
and unlocked a new avenue for providing value.
We can consult any developers that wish to
launch a multi-chain token or develop their own
in-house bridge.
Revenues earned from consulting will then be
used to improve the Catoshi ecosytem. Over
time, the amount of intellectual capital we accrue
will only prove to be more valuable in the future.
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Catoshi Standards
Transparency
The Catoshi team will always strive to remain transparent;
maintaining open communication with our community, ensuring
all queries are answered in detail. We want our community to
see the vision exactly how the team views it. We believe shared
clarity leads to a unified community that can accomplish goals
and make a large impact.

Safety
The Catoshi team takes its role seriously and recognises the
significant level of trust that communities place in Catoshi
products. As a facilitator in the transfer of capital, we value
safety as the most important aspect of all. We will continue to
implement the highest security measures possible, delaying any
releases when necessary, accountability in such a role is vital.

Proficiency
The Catoshi team aims to satisfy all contractual obligations and
deliver in a timely manner. It is imperative we maintain a good
reputation as each service we provide is a permanent mark and
serves as a representation of our quality. To ensure this, we will
make sure each task is handled with care and precision. We
don't cut corners and take pride in our work as professionals.
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Our Team
One of the biggest advantages our project has is the
strength and unwavering belief of our core Catoshi team.
The Catoshi team is made up of 8 core team members,
holding roles across strategy, product, development,
marketing, and communications. With a combined 50 years
of experience across cryptocurrency, blockchain, and
payments, we have powerhouse personnel that allows us to
deliver ground-breaking, game-changing utility to the
crypto “MemeFi” world.

JOSHA

KAYZ

Project Lead

Project Co-Lead

DR

ISAAC

Product Development

Technical Team

BENDER

YAN

Marketing

Technical Team

SIM

SPADE TECH

Community Manager

Developers
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Our Links
All the important links you need to know!

🌐 Official websites https://catoshi.cat
https://the-crossing.io
📃 Whitepaper https://catoshi.cat/wp.pdf
🐤 Twitter https://twitter.com/OriginalCatoshi
📩 Telegram https://t.me/originalcatoshi
🃏 Tik Tok https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMd8bFV5k/

⌨️ Medium https://catoshi.medium.com/
✅ Audit
https://twitter.com/OriginalCatoshi/status/139937133309238
0672?s=20
🏦 Exchanges on which CATS is traded:
💎 Contract addresses:
CZATS - BSC 0x56747ed2fca81b25fae112c7a9d4465e947aac56
CATS - ETH 0xa10989335f3ba92bd43e60fbe8d42fe739412ac4
CATS - FTM 0x64674d26df0fd7cf8e9d5c8d721bc202c6b98822
CATS - AVAX 0x402FD175049e95CeF2cC9ca1FECdb6d9736e690d

